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Abstract of a Dissertation submitted in partial fulfilment of the 
requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Agricultural Science with Honours. 
Abstract 
Phenotypic assessment of commercial wheat (Triticum aestivum) crosses with a 
synthetic hexaploid incorporating wild germplasm from Aegilops tauschii 
by 
Jamie L. Macalister 
 
The wheat crop in the United States, and indeed globally, has shown high levels of genetic 
uniformity. A lack in genetic variation is causing dramatic fluctuations in total wheat crop yields in 
response to environmental conditions and has created serious production risks. This study was 
undertaken as a step to address this issue with an aim of develop a new high-performing line 
incorporating wild wheat germplasm for the Colorado State University breeding program. The 
purpose of using wild germplasm is to provide a source of genetic variation not currently present in 
the US wheat crop. This study grew 72 different crosses with eight controls and included two reps 
each for both an irrigated and unirrigated treatment. Traits that were assessed included grain yield, 
harvest index (HI), heading date, plant height, lodging and other physical features that were assessed 
visually. The results showed that one first generation cross (HRS2015-378) clearly stood out above all 
other lines, including the commercial cultivar controls. HRS2015-378 was ranked first in both 
treatments for HI along with third and fifth for grain yield in the dry and wet treatments respectively. 
The values for HI of this line were 0.34 and 0.52 with grain weights from 1m biomass strips of 118 
and 150g for the dry and wet treatments, respectively. This cross along with three others, two of 
which were also first generation crosses and one a second generation cross, were selected for the 
Colorado State University breeding program for their consistently high performance compared to the 
commercial controls in all traits measured across both treatments. In the coming years these crosses 
will undergo more selective and intense breeding across multiple locations with the expectation that 
at least one will eventually be released as a new commercial variety. 
Keywords: Drought tolerance, disease resistance, grain quality, inbreeding depression, heterosis 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Wheat has long been a staple crop for humans and has therefore been selectively bred for centuries. 
This artificial selection has primarily been for traits influencing productivity which can range from 
simple grain yield to disease resistance. The result has proven to be substantial increases in 
productivity but it has also led to significant narrowing of the gene pool of commercial wheat 
cultivars (Evans, 1980). This has occurred as those selecting plants are simply choosing the best of 
what they already have as opposed to bringing in new genetic material that is not currently being 
grown for commercial production. The incorporation of wild germplasm into commercial wheat can 
therefore be used as a tool to increase genetic variation and minimise inbreeding depression.   
A number of issues are created by excessive genetic uniformity in crops. Firstly, genetic uniformity 
will cause all of the plants in a field to respond to even small environmental fluctuations (e.g. low soil 
moisture) in an identical way and therefore as a whole the total production response of the crop will 
be dramatic. The overall result being dramatic fluctuations in annual total crop yields even when 
there is only small differences in environmental variables between different years (Keneni , Bekele, 
Imtiaz & Dagne, 2012). This therefore creates production uncertainty for growers along with 
dramatic fluctuations on their income which can be very difficult to manage. In contrast to this, in a 
more diverse crop individual plants would have slightly different responses to environmental 
variables, effectively hedging production and allowing total yields to remain more stable. The risk of 
large crop losses is another major issue associated with high genetic uniformity. This is because all of 
the plants will be equally susceptible to certain pests and diseases which would therefore be capable 
of wiping out the entire crop, whereas in a diverse crop some plants are more likely to at least have 
some resistance and still provide some yield to the grower (Committee on Managing Global Genetic 
Resources, 1993).  
Therefore, for the reasons discussed above, this study is based on addressing the issue of genetic 
uniformity which is abundant in the US wheat crop. The aim is to assess a number of crosses 
incorporating wild germplasm not currently being grown commercially with a current high 
performing commercial cultivar. The source of wild germplasm used was from a wild diploid wheat 
relative, Aegilops tauschii. This species is believed to have superior drought tolerance and disease 
resistance genetic to many commercial wheat cultivars and it is also hoped that by outcrossing a 
commercial cultivar, heterosis can be induced to create a line that also has superior yield 
performance. Based on this, it is expected that at least one of the seventy two crosses being grown 
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will outperform the commercial controls and be accepted to the Colorado State University wheat 
breeding program to be eventually released commercially and therefore provide new genetic 
variation to the US wheat crop that will likely be used in further crosses in the future. Furthermore, 
the long term breeding process of any selected crosses will of course need to be fairly selective, but 
the aim is that if any of the crosses make it to the release stage, they will have undergone 
significantly less intense breeding than most released lines to maintain maximum diversity within the 
plants. This may however mean that some potential yield and uniformity benefits are not realised. 
One approach that has shown potential in wheat for increasing genetic diversity is the use of 
synthetic hexaploids. These lines have additional sets of chromosomes and therefore have more 
possible allele combinations resulting in greater diversity per plant. Many such lines have already 
been created through crosses with Triticum durum and A. tauschii and have demonstrated high levels 
of tolerance and resistance to numerous biotic and abiotic stresses (Dreisigacker, Kishii, Lage, & 
Warburton, 2008). In this study the synthetic hexaploid was crossed with the commercial cultivar 
‘Hatcher’ (Triticum aestivum) with the aim of providing improved performance traits. A number of 
the resulting offspring were then assessed for performance across two environments.  
Although A. tauschii has shown to have potential to provide increased stress tolerance to commercial 
wheat varieties, there is limited knowledge on those genes and genome regions responsible for such 
traits. Without this knowledge there are limitations to applying genotype based breeding techniques 
to this or similar studies using A. tauschii. The genome of A. tauschii has however already been 
sequenced and research is currently being undertaken to gain a better understanding of important 
functional genes in the plant. In this study the synthetic hexaploid chosen for the cross was selected 
based on phenotypic characteristics which is a laborious, time consuming process. However in the 
future with knowledge of important genes and alleles for target traits, genetic material from A. 
tauschii can be selected far more easily and accurately. Furthermore, such information would allow 
breeders to compare certain genes of interest to homologs identified in T. aestivum and T. durum 
varieties to assist with improved selection for traits such as disease resistance and abiotic stress 
tolerance. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Genetic uniformity in crops has some major productivity benefits and is often considered to be a 
major contributor to the increasingly high yields growers have been able to achieve in recent years. 
With this however come a number of inherent risks, including significant annual production 
fluctuations in response to only small environmental variation and an increased risk of major 
production losses from biotic stresses. Genetic uniformity in the global and US wheat crop is only 
increasing and therefore steps should be taken to address this issue to manage production risks. 
Working to improve genetic diversity in the US and global wheat crops has the potential to not just 
reduce production risks but actually improve a range of certain important productivity traits and 
therefore has the potential to actually provide further increases in yield potentials in wheat. Disease 
resistance is one such trait where the majority of current breeding practices focus on breeding for 
resistance to very specific diseases. This often proves relatively successful, at least in the short term, 
at providing strong resistance. However, not only do diseases often prove capable of eventually 
overcoming this resistance but also the diseases that affect crops are always changing and with 
climate change it is expected that many new diseases will make their way to the US as the climate 
becomes more favourable. Therefore, incorporating new genetic diversity, especially from other 
related species that have evolved in different environments, provides a great opportunity for 
incorporating broader disease resistance into crops.  
Other important traits such as abiotic stress tolerance and productivity related traits such as plant 
height and grain yield also have the potential to benefit from increased genetic diversity. Genetic 
material with high levels of stress tolerance can again be acquired form species or varieties of plants 
that have evolved in certain stressful environments. By working to incorporate such material into 
commercial lines, stress tolerance to broader and more severe climatic events has the potential to be 
improved significantly. Productivity traits also have the potential to be improved through 
incorporating genetic diversity into commercial lines as diversity involves bringing in new alleles to a 
population, widening the gene pool and creating a better chance of developing lines with more 
favourable allele combinations.  
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2.2 Genetic variation in commercial US wheat cultivars 
Since the advent of the green revolution in the 1940’s the range of wheat varieties grown in the 
United States (US) had diminished substantially. The green revolution involved the development of 
highly uniform, high yielding crop varieties that remain productive over a broad range of 
environments. This therefore allowed growers all over the US to grow the same varieties as one 
another resulting in very little variation being grown across the whole country. Wheat production in 
the US is now at a point where around half of the wheat grown in the country consists of only nine 
varieties (Muir, 2011). This is however not as extreme as the current situation with corn although 
wheat is currently headed in the same direction therefore making it an important yet manageable 
issue.  
The extreme lack of genetic variation in commercially grown corn in the US has demonstrated what 
will likely happen to wheat production if variation continues to be reduced. In 1991, seventy one 
percent of the US corn crop consisted of only six varieties (Muir, 2011) which illustrates just how 
reliant corn production is on so little genetic diversity. It is likely that wheat production will be in a 
similar position in the future if no changes to breeding practices are made. This is because most new 
cultivars are established from crosses of current existing commercial varieties, meaning there is no 
introduction of new genetic diversity. It is therefore important that breeders work to introduce new 
diversity when working to establish new cultivars due to a range of serious consequences that have 
been demonstrated by the lack of diversity in corn. An example of such a consequence occurred in 
the 1970’s when a new, highly uniform cultivar was introduced but ended up proving to be highly 
susceptible to corn leaf blight which destroyed and quarter of the country’s crop (Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, n.d.).  
2.3 Genetic uniformity and vulnerability 
Genetic vulnerability is becoming an increasingly important issue in crop production in the US and 
globally and is an issue created by genetic uniformity. The reason for this is that by having large areas 
of land grown in a single, highly uniform crop, farmers are highly vulnerable to pests and diseases 
destroying their entire crop as all of the plants are equally susceptible to the same factors as each 
other and so the potential for extreme production losses is seriously increased. Perhaps the most 
famous example of the potential devastating effects of genetic vulnerability would have to be the 
Irish potato famine in the 1840’s where most of the country’s crop was grown as a single variety and 
80% was lost due to a single pathogen leading to millions of deaths (Zadoks & Schein, 1979). Such 
events are however relatively uncommon but nevertheless when they do occur they are always 
devastating. Furthermore, climate change models looking at the expected effects of global warming 
continue to show that environments further from the equator are likely to begin to experience 
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warmer, more humid conditions suited to a broader range of pests and diseases therefore 
significantly increasing the risk of serious crop losses in the future (Chakrabortya, Tiedemannb, & 
Tengc, 2000).  
The increase in risk of losing an entire crop due to genetic vulnerability is not the only issue created 
by genetic uniformity. A much more common effect of uniformity is increased annual fluctuations in 
total crop productivity in response to climatic factors (Anderson & Hazell, 1989). Genetic diversity 
within a crop allows plants to respond to the environment in slightly different ways, so if a field is 
suffering from dry conditions some plants will not suffer yield reductions as much as others and 
therefore total production will not suffer as much as it would if all of the plants were equally 
susceptible to drought (Centre for Health and the Global Environment, n.d.). Therefore when the 
environment is unfavourable to a certain crop variety being grown then the entire crop will suffer to 
the same, extreme extent. The upside however is that when conditions are favourable to a uniform 
crop, total production will much higher than in a more diverse crop as some plants may not respond 
to the conditions as well as others (Centre for Health and the Global Environment, n.d.).  
The increased risk of extreme production fluctuations does not only create increased production risk 
and uncertainty for growers but also creates issues with supply and demand for the final product 
(Huka, Ruoja, & Mchopa, 2014). The sale price for a harvested crop is determined by many factors; 
however the main drivers are supply and demand. If many growers are producing the same variety in 
the same area they are going to produce similar yields due to the environment and so in some years 
total production will be extremely high and others extremely low, with little in between. The result of 
this is therefore major fluctuations in supply and demand and therefore major fluctuations in price. 
This then creates price uncertainty for both producers and consumers along with supply chain issues 
as a result of inconsistent annual supply (Miller, Sharpies, House & Moore, 1985). Therefore it is clear 
that it is important for all of those involved that growers are able to manage their production at 
consistent levels to aid their own financial stability and allow consistent supply and pricing along the 
rest of the supply chain. 
2.4 Benefits of gentic uniformity in the US wheat crop 
Although there are clearly inherent risks from establishing high levels of genetic uniformity in crops, 
genetic uniformity has also proven to provide significant benefits to crop productivity. Breeders have 
focused on breeding for homozygosity in certain traits of interest and from there establishing highly 
uniform commercial lines that are very specialized for certain environments. This has allowed for 
growers achieve outstanding yields when conditions are favourable. Furthermore, the uniformity in 
physical characteristics also allows for significant improvements for ease of management which helps 
growers save on costs and further improve profitability. Particular traits of interest that have been 
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focused on in for wheat breeding in the US include specific disease, pest and herbicide resistance, 
drought tolerance, heading date, plant height and harvest index.  
2.4.1 Disease, pest and herbicide resistance 
Resistance to diseases, pests and herbicides in crops is currently one of the most contentious issues 
in plant breeding as it has the potential to save millions of dollars from crop losses but can also lead 
to the causative organisms overcoming the plant resistance making them even more detrimental and 
difficult to control than they were originally. There are a number of examples of events where new 
resistant cultivars have been successfully established but also many examples where this resistance is 
already showing signs of being overcome. In the past, Papaya production was suffering dramatically 
from a fungal disease known as Papaya Ring Spot Virus (PRSV), however through transgenic 
approaches, a resistant variety has since been established and was approved in the US for food 
production in 1997 (Centre for Environmental Risk Assessment, n.d.). To date, this event has been 
widely considered a success story as it has saved the industry millions of dollars in Hawaii alone with 
no signs of the virus overcoming the any of the resistant varieties (Gonsalves et al., 2004). The 
success of PRSV resistance therefore demonstrates the potential benefits of modern breeding 
approaches and uniformity in certain traits. Another successful example of modern breeding 
techniques to improve crop performance is the introduction of genes from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) 
into plants. These Bt genes produce an inactive toxin which is activated in the gut of insects when 
consumed, killing the insect, therefore preventing serious insect damage to the crop (Schnepf, et al., 
1998). The use of Bt genes have proved to be highly successful in reducing insect damage in corn, 
however an important downside is often considered to be damage to ecologically important insects. 
Herbicide tolerant crops are another example of modern breeding techniques that have been able to 
significantly improve crop productivity and profitability, although there are now major concerns 
associated with herbicide tolerant crops resulting in herbicide tolerant weeds. A similar concern is 
also becoming apparent with insect resistant crops as some insects are proving to have developed 
resistance to the Bt toxin. This therefore creates a major risk to growers because if any weeds or 
pests are able to overcome the plants resistance then there will be the potential for significant crop 
losses as a result of such strict genetic uniformity in the crop. This is because no plants will be able to 
naturally defend themselves and growers are unlikely to react until it is too late as they expect 
resistance in their crop. 
2.4.2 Drought tolerance 
Drought tolerance is a very important agronomic trait in many parts of the world, particularly in the 
dominant cropping regions of the world such as North America, Australia and Eastern Europe which 
experience frequent dry conditions. For this reason drought tolerance has been a major focus for 
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breeding efforts globally as it has the potential to significantly reduce yield reductions and improve 
farm sustainability in drought prone areas. Nezhadahmadi, Prodhan & Faruq (2013) suggested that 
by 2025, 65% of the world’s population will live under water stressed environments which shows 
that drought tolerance is only going to become more important to crop production in the future as 
the global population depletes stored water resources and climate change raises average global 
temperatures and increases drought severity. For example, as a result of climate change predictions 
Quiggin (n.d.) suggests that the average duration of drought in many parts of Australia will increase 
by 40% by 2070. Furthermore, a recent study assessing the effect of drought globally showed that a 
country will lose around 10% of their crop production for that year with every drought event that 
occurs (Lesk, Rowhani & Ramankutty, 2016). A study by Giunta, Motzo & Deidda (1993) grew wheat 
under irrigated, dry and very dry conditions that were watered with 557, 347 and 217mm respectively 
from planting to harvest in the field with 3 replicates each in a randomized block design. The results 
showed significant reductions in yield for both the dry and very dry treatments of 54% and 87% 
respectively which clearly demonstrates the vital importance of sufficient water for wheat production. 
Furthermore, the data from this study is likely to be well representative of the effect of drought in the 
Mediterranean area where it was carried out seeing as it was run in the field, although to further improve 
the results a broader range of water treatments could have been used along with a range of wheat 
cultivars.  
Drought tolerance is a complex trait influenced by a number of genetic factors and therefore 
historically most breeding efforts to improve drought tolerance have consisted of more classical 
approaches such as simple crosses. Such breeding methods typically involve phenotypic selection 
where breeders assess the drought tolerance of the resulting generations from crosses of current 
high performing cultivars. Such methods have certainly produced successful results, however by 
crossing existing cultivars breeders are not bringing in any new genetic material that is not already 
commercially available and are therefore essentially further exasperating the issue of genetic 
uniformity. There is very limited literature available that has tried to quantify genetic gain in drought 
tolerance for wheat, although one long term, non-irrigated study in the UK has shown conventional 
breeding strategies have improved yields at a rate of 0.76% per year from 1948-2007 (Halla & 
Richards, 2013). This corresponds to significant yield increases over many years and it is likely that 
similar gains will have been made in drought tolerance in breeding programs where this is the focus 
as opposed to just yield as both traits are continuous and selection is often, at least historically, 
based on phenotype. 
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2.4.3 Heading date 
Heading date is important to wheat production as the sooner a plant begins to head then the more 
time it will have for grain filling and therefore a higher grain yield than it would have otherwise. 
Furthermore, an earlier heading date can mean that a crop can be grown for a shorter period of time 
and still achieve a good yield and therefore allow the next crop to be planted earlier making cropping 
rotations easier to manage and improving the yield potential of the following crop. However, it is 
also important to note that not all growers desire an earlier heading date, some producers, typically 
those in more extreme environments, may want a later heading date to reduce the risk of severe 
weather events occurring during grain fill when they would be most destructive. For this reason 
quantifying genetic gain in heading date over a range of cultivars would be extremely difficult as a 
desirable heading date is determined by individual growers (Khalil, Carver & Smith, 2006). However, 
one study working strictly towards an earlier heading date showed genetic gain at an average rate of 
11.7% over 3 years which was achieved through phenotypic selection of crosses from 2 commercial 
cultivars (El Ameen, 2013). Breeding efforts to achieve a certain heading date have traditionally been 
similar to those used to improve drought tolerance, with most selection being based on phenotype 
of offspring from high performing crosses and some selection based on genotypes when potentially 
important genes or chromosome regions have been identified. Again these methods have 
contributed to the genetic uniformity of the global wheat crop due to very specific selection criteria 
but also with heading date breeders are aiming for extremely uniform results so that individual 
plants are heading as close to each other as possible. The aim for a breeder would therefore be to 
minimise variation in genetic factors that contribute to heading date, which there are many of, and 
therefore create significant uniformity within the crop which as discussed earlier has both significant 
production benefits and risks. 
2.4.4 Plant height and harvest index 
Plant height can prove to be a double edged sword in wheat breeding as it is regularly shown to be 
positively correlated with grain and even protein yield, yet it has also proven to be positively 
correlated with lodging which poses a significant production risk. Furthermore, additional production 
inputs are required to produce a taller crop and therefore even though the grower may achieve a 
higher total yield there may well be no economic benefit. Many studies have shown that taller plants 
will generally be bigger in a number of other ways, such as greater Leaf Area Index (LAI), longer 
spikes, more spikes with more spikelet’s and even heavier grains (Sokoto, Abubakar & Dikko, 2012). 
Firstly the greater LAI allows plants to capture more photosynthesis and therefore obtain more 
energy and some of which will be put into grain production therefore benefiting grain yield (Duncan, 
1970). Furthermore it can often allow greater root expansion in the soil allowing more nitrogen 
uptake and therefore improved protein yield in the grains. Some of this extra energy will also be put 
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into growth of spikes and spikelet’s therefore explaining the positive correlation of plant height with 
these traits. Sokoto et al. (2012), grew two varieties of wheat over two years at four sowing dates 
under both dry and wet conditions to compare plant height with a range of yield characteristics. The 
study showed that there was indeed a highly significant positive correlation between plant height 
and grain yield, grain protein, grain weight, LAI, number of spikes, number of spikelet’s and spike 
length. The data presented also appears highly reliable and representative of field conditions seeing 
as it was carried out for multiple years and considered a range of environmental factors. Jamali & Ali 
(2008), provide further evidence to support these results from a study comparing 18 different wheat 
genotypes in a randomized block design. This study did not consider the effect of environmental 
variables or replicate the trial over multiple seasons but it did use a large sample size of plants with 
relatively similar genetic profiles. The results again showed a highly significant positive correlation 
between plant height and grain yield.  
As discussed above it is clear that there are significant yield benefits to increased plant height, 
however it is also important for both breeders and growers to consider the issues with tall plants, 
such as increased lodging and production costs. Lodging is the phenomena where, for whatever 
reason, the plant stem can no longer hold the weight of the top of the plant upright and basically falls 
over. This can cause significantly reduced yields depending on how early in the growing season it 
occurs and makes the crop very difficult to harvest and can therefore come at a major cost to 
growers. Taller plants typically have longer, less stable stems, often combined with more weight in 
the heads and are therefore far more susceptible to lodging than smaller plants. Navabi, Iqbal, 
Strenzke & Spaner (2006), ran a machine over a 140 different wheat genotypes, with a broad range 
of heights, to essentially induce lodging and compare lodging tolerance with plant height. The study 
firstly demonstrated significantly reduced grain yields in those plants that suffered significant lodging 
but also showed that lodging was positively correlated with plant height. The data set from this study 
was very comprehensive due to the large sample size and by using a technique to essentially 
encourage lodging it provides strong data on lodging tolerance. This allowed for data that suggested 
while plant height does certainly increase the risk of lodging, some of the tall plants did not suffer to 
nearly the same extent of others, therefore indicating that there is the genetic potential to breed for 
actual lodging tolerance, independent of plant height.   
It is important to note that none of the studies looking at the correlation between plant height and 
yield actually provide plant height data but it is clear that plants that are too short will produce poor 
yields while those that are tall can often prove to be costly from lodging and the high input 
requirements to achieve full yield potential. Therefore it seems that to achieve a balance between 
these factors breeders should be aiming for a relatively specific/optimum plant height range to 
maximise harvest index rather than just grain yield. Harvest index is equal to the grain weight divided 
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by the weight of the plants above ground biomass and therefore is essentially a unit that describes 
how much grain a crop produces per weight unit of biomass. The wheat varieties being assessed for 
correlation between plant height and grain yield in the studies mentioned earlier were all 
dwarf/semi-dwarf varieties and therefore it is likely that such varieties, which are the most 
commonly grown types today, were below the optimum height for maximizing harvest index. 
Hawkesford et al. (2013), suggested that working to further reduce plant height in wheat, as was a 
central focus of the green revolution, is no longer important, rather breeders should be focusing to 
aim for a small range of plant heights, which is actually considered to be higher than the height of 
many cultivars currently grown commercially, to maximise harvest index. Richards (1992), quantified 
this likely optimum range with a study assessing the effect of different dwarfing genes in wheat. The 
study found that the ideal range for plant height, at least in dry environments, is between 0.7-1m. 
Total grain yield continued to increase with plant height while harvest index decreased. The harvest 
index was optimum at just below 0.7m but the additional grain yield that was achieved from taller 
plants came at little extra cost up to around 1m. Therefore it was determined that to achieve the 
ideal balance between grain yield and harvest index, with little lodging risk, the optimum plant height 
for wheat is likely to be between 0.7 and 1m.  
2.5 Options for managing genetic variation in crops to maximise productivity 
and minimise risk 
There are many methods breeders can utilize to develop new crop varieties, these range from simple 
crosses and phenotypic selection to sequencing and assessing genes for genotypic selection. Each 
breeding method has its own set of particular benefits and drawbacks in regards to genetic diversity, 
reliability and effectiveness.  
2.5.1 Phenotypic selection 
Conventional breeding practices, which are still used in many parts of the world today, are based 
primarily on phenotypic selection. These methods typically start off with a simple cross of two 
separate cultivars with certain beneficial traits and then involve growing and assessing the physical 
traits of the resulting generations. Essentially, this breeding technique relies of a fair bit of luck as the 
breeder is hoping for a random recombination event during meiosis that will provide some benefit of 
particular value to growers. Furthermore, conventional breeding also aims to develop favourable 
allele combinations through hybridization of different lines to establish a variety with the best of 
both the parental lines (Prohens, 2011). This process requires a substantial amount of time, labour 
and area to grow enough generations to have a good chance of establishing an improved line but 
does not require a huge amount of technology or knowledge of the plants genome to undertake. 
Conventional breeders require many years of breeding experience to be able to identify even minute 
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beneficial or detrimental features for reliable and accurate selection. Accurate physical selection is 
one of the most limiting factors in conventional breeding because selection is based on physical 
measurements which have the potential to vary between plants just due to simple human error. 
Furthermore, environmental variables can have a significant influence on measurements and 
therefore data. For example, even small differences in soil physical properties or resource availability 
across a field can have a notable influence on many important productive traits such as grain yield, 
plant biomass and spike length. Conventional breeding is therefore technologically simple as it has 
essentially been used since the advent of agriculture; however for the best results it does require 
huge amounts of practical knowledge and experience and can certainly be improved through the 
application of modern genomic techniques such as Marker Assisted Selection and QTL analyses 
(Collard & Mackill, 2008; Ibitoye & Akin-Idowu, 2011).  
Modern conventional breeding has a strong focus on genetic uniformity when working to establish 
new crop varieties as this has a major appeal to individual farmers for productivity and management 
benefits. Crosses involving existing commercial varieties are a major driver of the high levels of 
genetic uniformity and the relatively tiny gene pool being grown for individual crops in the US. This is 
because no new genetic material is being introduced and the only significant changes to the genome 
occur from crossing over which is unlikely to help reduce the risk of major crop losses and production 
fluctuations that have been seen in the past as a result of lacking genetic diversity. There are 
however options to increase genetic diversity in a crop through conventional breeding practices. This 
is mainly done through introducing genetic material that is not already being grown commercially. An 
example would be using germplasm from wild wheat with germplasm from a high performing 
commercial cultivar. This method allows for the introduction of completely new genes into the 
commercial gene pool with the theory that there is likely to be many completely unknown genes or 
alleles available that have significant benefits to crop productivity (Govindaraj, Vetriventhan & 
Srinivasan, 2015). Furthermore, because of this genetic uniformity, inbreeding is beginning to occur 
in many crops and therefore outcrossing is likely to induce hybrid vigour in resulting generations 
(Tester & Langridge, 2010). This is because crops such as wheat have been bred selectively for 
centuries with minimal introduction of new genetic material and are therefore now at a point where 
inbreeding is restricting genetic gain.  
2.5.2 Genotypic selection 
With the rapid development of high accuracy, high throughput genomic technologies, it is now 
possible for breeders to look more closely as the underlying genetics that contribute to certain 
phenotypes. These technologies often come at a large initial investment but can greatly increase the 
accuracy of selection which reduces the time, labour and other physical resources required to grow 
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out large conventional breeding populations (Moose & Mumm, 2008). Genomic tools show a great 
potential for helping incorporate diverse and beneficial genetics into breeding populations from wild 
lines. Currently there is little knowledge on the genomes of many wild wheat relatives although in 
many instances such relatives have proven, through phenotypic assessment, to perform better than 
current commercial lines for certain traits such as drought tolerance (Budak, Kantar & Kurtoglu, 
2013; Akpinar et al., 2015). This indicates that there is a real potential to exploit wild genetics for 
crop improvement. Aegilops tauschii is a wild, diploid, bread wheat species that has been looked at 
in many instances as a source of genetic diversity; however this has mainly been through phenotypic 
assessments of A. tauschii itself or crosses of A. tauschii with other lines (Malik, Smith, Brown-
Guedira, Harvey & Gill, 2003). One study by Pestsova, Börner & Röder (2006), used a QTL analysis to 
identify regions of the A. tauschii genome that are associated with a range of productivity traits. This 
study assessed 84 lines and found 17 significant QTL’s for 5 different traits. Information such as this 
can then be incorporated into breeding programs to allow breeders to identify lines with similar 
alleles at these loci to improve selection accuracy for specific traits. Another study by Akpinar & 
Budak (2016), used genomic techniques to assess the miRNA profile of A. tauschii and found certain 
miRNA coding regions that were providing drought tolerance benefits. Such studies therefore 
demonstrate the potential of genomic tools for crop improvement.  
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Chapter 3 
Materials and Methods 
3.1 Site 
An experiment to evaluate important productivity traits in the resulting generations of crosses 
between a synthetic hexaploid with wild wheat germplasm and the commercial wheat cultivars 
‘Hatcher’, ‘TAM112’ and ‘TAM114’ was set up at the Colorado State University Agricultural Research, 
Development and Education Centre (40o39’ N, 104o59’ W, 1555 m a.s.l) on Nunn clay loam soil. This 
soil has been used in previous years to grow other cereal crops for research trials. The average 
annual rainfall at this site is 408mm while the average temperature is 10oC although these values 
fluctuate dramatically throughout the year (Table 1). Snow is also usually present from November 
until April each year. 
Table 1: Monthly rainfall, average monthly air temperature and long term means (LTM) in Fort 
Collins, Colorado from January 2015 to September 2016. (Data from U.S. Climate Data 
Records, retrieved from http://www.usclimatedata.com/climate/fort-collins/colorado 
/united-states/usco0140/2015/1) 
 Rainfall (mm) Air temperature (oC) 
Month 2015 2016 LTM 2015 2016 LTM 
Jan 2.9 14.8 10 1.4 -0.4 -1 
Feb 27.8 25.6 10 2.3 3.5 1 
Mar 5.3 58.0 40 7.7 6.2  5 
Apr 84.2 69.8 52 9.9 9.6 9 
May 3.0 46.9 62 11.6 12.7 14 
Jun 39.4 1.3 55 21.0 21.9 19 
Jul 43.0 23.2 43 22.0 23.6 23 
Aug 17.5 19.7 41 22.2 21 21 
Sep 5.1 4.8 34 19.5 14 17 
Oct 46.1  29 12.9  10 
Nov 39.8  19 3.5  4 
Dec 23.9  13 -1.0  -1 
Annual 338  408 11  10 
 
3.2 Design 
Eighty different wheat lines were grown with two replicates of each grown under both wet (irrigated) 
and dry (non-irrigated) treatments. eight lines (‘RonL’, ‘Hatcher’, ‘Ripper’, ‘Antero’, ‘Byrd’, 
‘Monument’, ‘TAM112’ and ‘TAM114’) were commercial cultivars currently available on the market 
and were grown as controls. Four lines (identified as CO14G#) were crosses of the synthetic 
hexaploid and a commercial drought tolerant Texas variety (TAM114). The remaining 68 lines were 
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crosses of the synthetic hexaploid and ‘Hatcher’. Three of these (H194454W2, H3561861D7 and 
H2741154W6) were the synthetic hexaploid by itself while fifty were single backcrosses (i.e. the F1 
generation, identified as HRS2015#) and the remainder were a cross of this F1 generation and 
‘Hatcher’ (identified as BC2H#). Plots were 1.8m long each with six rows of wheat. Using a 
randomization function on Microsoft Excel, each cultivar was assigned a plot number and plots were 
ordered in a serpentine pattern in the field (Figure A. 1). Plot numbers for rep 1 ranged from 101-180 
while rep 2 plots ranged from 201-280 (Figure A. 1).  
3.3 Management 
All plants were grown under both irrigated and non-irrigated conditions to determine how the 
different lines respond to different climates. The non-irrigated treatment provided good drought 
stress during June (Table 1) which is an important period in the growing season but there was little 
stress in any other months. Therefore irrigation was applied only once a week for three weeks in 
June at the rate of 1”/week.  
All plots were fertilised on September 22, 2015 with 39 lb’s/acre of monoammonium phosphate 
(MAP) along with 121.8 lb’s/acre of urea. The total nitrogen and phosphorus loadings were equal to 
60 lb’s of nitrogen and 20 lb’s of phosphorus per acre. 
On April 7, 2016 the field was sprayed with Huskie Herbicide tank mixed with urea-ammonium 
nitrate (UAN). The herbicide rate was 13 fluid ounces/acre and the nitrogen rate was 17 lb’s of 
nitrogen per acre. 
For the remainder of the trial, weeds were pulled by hand to prevent any potential effects of 
herbicide on the wheat which would confound results. 
There were no visible signs of significant insect damage but some rust was present on certain plots. 
This was not treated as it was only ever minor. 
3.4 Measurements 
The first measurements taken were for heading dates. Heading date was decided to be the point 
were approximately 50% of all of the plants in each plot had heads that were fully emerged as this is 
a common industry practice. Measurements were taken by eye every second day and backlogged if it 
appeared they had reached the 50% heading stage on a day where measurements were not taken. 
From the heading date data, days to heading were calculated from the 1st of January to only consider 
the growing season and exclude the dormant period when snow was present.   
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Plant height measurements were taken during the grain fill period when plants had reached their 
maximum height. These measurements were taken using a 2m ruler. Two measurements were taken 
for each replication by placing the ruler randomly in the plot in two places and recording the height 
of a random plant to the tip of the spike. From these two measurements averages were calculated.  
Lodging was measured by eye using a percentage score once all plants had reached grain fill. The 
percentage score considered the percent of lodged plants in each plot. 
Colorado State University’s head wheat breeder also visually assessed each plot for aesthetic traits 
that appeal to growers across the Great Plains. Such desirable features included the presence of 
awns, white grains, stems and heads, sturdy stems that are likely to be resistant to lodging, high 
density of heads, uniformity within plots and no obvious abnormalities. From this each variety was 
given a Yes/No value as to whether it would worthwhile introducing it into a commercial breeding 
operation. 
1m strips from a single row in the middle of each plot were harvested at ground level by hand with a 
sickle. These samples would be used to calculate above ground biomass and grain biomass. Above 
ground wet biomass was measured simply by weighing the 1m strip. This was then dried and the dry 
weight was also weighed. The samples were then threshed and the grains were cleaned by hand (i.e. 
chaff and other debris were removed) and the grains were weighed. From the wet biomass and grain 
weights, harvest index was calculated. 
3.5 Statistical analysis 
Data were analysed through Microsoft Excel. The mean and standard error were calculated for all 
data points. Measurements for each trait were also ranked between plant varieties within 
treatments. The top twenty yielding varieties for each treatment were determined using this ranking 
method and were further analysed and compared to the commercial cultivars and other varieties for 
all other measured traits. One-way ANOVA tests were used to determine whether any lines 
performed significantly differently than the controls. This was done with the Analysis ToolPak Add-In 
on Excel. The data assessed through ANOVA appeared to be normally distributed and met all of the 
other required assumptions, including independent observations and variance ratios less than 3, and 
so did not require transformation. Correlations between certain traits were also assessed using Excel 
to calculate r values and statistical significances were established using regression analysis. 
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Chapter 4 
Results 
4.1 Grain yield from biomass strips 
The grain weights derived from the 1m biomass strips was used as the primary data for the initial 
selection of plants to be assessed in full. Data for grain weight and other traits in all lines can be 
found in the Appendix (Table A. 1 & Table A. 2). All of the top twenty plants for grain yield in both the 
wet and dry treatments proved to have significantly higher yields than the twenty lowest yielding 
plants (P<0.05). The average yield in the commercial cultivars was 77.8 and 108.8g for the dry and 
wet treatments respectively. ‘Monument’ was the highest yielding cultivar in both treatments. In the 
dry treatment ‘Monument’ demonstrated and average grain weight of 115.5g and was the 5th highest 
yielding variety whereas in the wet treatment it was only ranked 31st with a grain weight of 124.7g 
but was still the highest yielding commercial cultivar. The highest yielding cultivars in both 
treatments were single back crosses. Variety HRS2015-443 demonstrated the highest grain yield in 
the dry treatment with a grain weight of 124.9g (Figure 1) which was not a significant increase above 
‘Monument’ (P>0.05) but it was a 60.4% increase above the average grain weight of all of the 
commercial cultivars (P<0.05). Under the irrigated treatment, variety HRS2015-246 produced the 
highest grain yield of 165.6g (Figure 2). This was a 43.3% increase above ‘Monument’ (P<0.05) and a 
52.2% increase over the average of all of the commercial cultivars (P<0.05). Four of the six 
commercial cultivars grown were represented in the top twenty yielding varieties for the dry 
treatment (Figure 1) whereas none were represented in even the top thirty varieties under the wet 
treatment (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1: Grain weights of top 20 yielding plants from the dry treatment with standard error bars. 
Yellow bars represent commercial cultivars, pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of 
‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, green bars represent crosses of TAM varieties 
with the synthetic hexaploid and blue bars represent F1 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and 
the synthetic hexaploid 
 
Figure 2: Grain weights of the top 20 yielding plants from the irrigated treatment with standard 
error bars. Pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, 
orange bars represent synthetic hexaploids, blue bars represent F1 backcrosses of 
‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid and black bars represent TAM varieties 
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4.2 Harvest index 
Eleven of the top twenty yielding plants from the dry treatment were also in the top twenty for 
harvest index (HI), (Figure 3), while thirteen were in the top twenty for both traits under the wet 
treatment (Figure 4). The variety with the highest HI value in the dry treatment also had the third 
highest grain weight and was an F1 cross (HRS2015-378). The HI for this line was not significantly 
greater than for ‘Hatcher’ (P>0.05), the commercial cultivar with the highest HI. HRS2015-378 also 
demonstrated the highest HI under the wet treatment and had the fifth highest grain yield when 
irrigated. Under the wet treatment, the HI of HRS2015-378 was 34.5% greater than Byrd (P<0.05), 
which had the highest HI of any commercial cultivar but was ranked only twentieth and had a HI 
62.9% greater than the average commercial cultivar (P<0.05). 
 
Figure 3: Harvest index values for varieties with both yield and harvest index scores in the top 
twenty of the eighty varieties grown in the dry treatment with standard error bars. 
Yellow bars represent commercial cultivars, pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of 
‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, green bars represent crosses of TAM varieties 
with the synthetic hexaploid and blue bars represent F1 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and 
the synthetic hexaploid 
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Figure 4: Harvest index values for varieties with both yield and Harvest index scores in the top 
twenty of the eighty varieties grown in the wet treatment with standard error bars. 
Pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, orange 
bars represent synthetic hexaploids, blue bars represent F1 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ 
and the synthetic hexaploid and black bars represent TAM varieties 
4.3 Grain yield and harvest index rank comparison for top yielding varieties 
Most of the plants that were ranked in the top twenty for grain yield were also represented in the 
top twenty for HI in both treatments. Two crosses (HRS2015-359 and HRS2015-378) were lines that 
performed in the top twenty for both grain yield and HI under both treatments, while lines 
BC2H194541-2-12SRW and HRS2015-371 yielded in the top twenty under both treatments but only 
made the top twenty for HI under the wet treatment (Table 2). HRS2015-348 was the same except 
only made the top twenty for HI under the dry treatment (Table 2). 
Table 2: Rank comparison between grain yield and harvest index (HI) for lines that performed in 
the top twenty for grain yield under both treatments 
ID 
Grain yield rank HI rank 
Dry  Wet Dry Wet 
BC2H194541-2-12SRW 17 3 32 8 
BC2H3561802-10-35W 12 7 26 59 
HRS2015-348 20 18 16 39 
HRS2015-359 4 9 15 17 
HRS2015-371 15 4 59 2 
HRS2015-378 3 5 1 1 
 
4.4 Lodging 
Lodging was not an issue in the dry treatment. ‘Antero’ was the only line to show any lodging, which 
only occurred in one replication and was only giving a lodging score of 10% (data not shown). In the 
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wet treatment however, lodging was observed in seventeen varieties (Figure 5), three of which were 
in the top twenty for grain yield (BC2H3561802-10-35W, CO14G087 and CO14G094). Amongst these, 
lodging was minor in the varieties BC2H3561802-10-35W and CO14G094 but was more pronounced 
in CO14G087 at a value of 45% lodging (P<0.01).  
 
Figure 5: Average percentage of lodged plants per plot under the wet treatment. Yellow bars 
represent commercial cultivars, pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and 
the synthetic hexaploid, green bars represent crosses of TAM varieties with the 
synthetic hexaploid, orange bars represent synthetic hexaploids and blue bars 
represent F1 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid 
4.5 Plant height 
Under the dry treatment, all plant heights, excluding those in the top 20 for yield, ranged between 
74.8 and 94.0cm, while those in the top twenty for yield ranged from 78.8 to 96.5cm (Figure 6) and 
were on average 2.6cm taller than the other 60 varieties (P<0.05). The average height for the top 
twenty yielding varieties was 87.0cm. The commercial cultivars ranged in heights from 82.8 to 
89.3cm with an average of 87.0cm, the same as in the top twenty yielding varieties.  
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Figure 6: Plant heights for top twenty yielding varieties in the dry treatment with standard error 
bars. Yellow bars represent commercial cultivars, pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of 
‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, green bars represent crosses of TAM varieties 
with the synthetic hexaploid and blue bars represent F1 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and 
the synthetic hexaploid 
Excluding the top twenty yielding varieties in the wet treatment, all other varieties ranged in plant 
heights from 79.3 to 95.3cm compared to the top twenty yielding varieties which ranged in heights 
from 79.5 to 93.5cm (Figure 7) with an average height of 87.4cm. The commercial cultivars ranged in 
heights from 80.3 to 90.8cm, with an average height of 86cm. 
 
Figure 7: Plant heights for top twenty yielding varieties in the wet treatment with standard error 
bars. Pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, 
orange bars represent synthetic hexaploids, blue bars represent F1 backcrosses of 
‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid and black bars represent TAM varieties 
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4.6 Correlation between plant height and grain yield 
A weak, positive correlation was observed between plant height and grain yield in the dry treatment 
(Figure 8) while no correlation was observed between these traits in the wet treatment (Figure 9). 
 
Figure 8: Correlation between plant height and grain weight for all lines under the dry treatment 
(r=0.31; P<0.01) 
 
Figure 9: Correlation between plant height and grain weight for all lines under the wet treatment 
(r=0.01; P>0.05) 
4.7 Correlation between plant height and harvest index 
No correlation was observed between plant height and HI in both the dry and wet treatments (Figure 
10; Figure 11). 
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Figure 10: Correlation between plant height and harvest index under the dry treatment (r=0.02; 
P>0.05) 
 
Figure 11: Correlation between plant height and harvest index under the wet treatment (r=-0.21; 
P>0.05) 
4.8 Days to heading 
Days to heading ranged from 147 to 153 days within the top twenty yielding varieties for the dry 
treatment (Figure 12) which was exactly the same for the commercial cultivars, while all other 
varieties were also very similar, ranging from 146 to 153 days. The average days to heading for the 
top twenty commercial cultivars, the commercial cultivars and all other varieties was 150 days.  
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Figure 12: Days to heading from January 1st for top twenty yielding varieties under the dry 
treatment with standard error bars. Yellow bars represent commercial cultivars, pink 
bars represent F2 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, green bars 
represent crosses of TAM varieties with the synthetic hexaploid and blue bars 
represent F1 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid 
Under the wet treatment the top twenty yielding cultivars ranged in days to heading from 147 to 153 
days (Figure 13), the commercial cultivars ranged from 151 to 154 days and all other varieties ranged 
from 149 to 155 days. The average days to heading for each of these groups was 150, 153 and 152 
days respectively. 
 
Figure 13: Days to heading from January 1st for top twenty yielding varieties under the wet 
treatment with standard error bars. Pink bars represent F2 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ 
and the synthetic hexaploid, orange bars represent synthetic hexaploids, blue bars 
represent F1 backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid and black bars 
represent TAM varieties 
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4.9 Correlation between heading date and grain yield 
A weak positive correlation was observed between heading date and grain yield under the dry 
treatment (Figure 14) while no correlation between these traits was seen under the wet treatment 
(Figure 15). 
 
Figure 14: Correlation between heading date and grain yield under the dry treatment (r=0.31; 
P<0.05) 
 
Figure 15: Correlation between heading date and grain yield under the wet treatment (r=-0.05; 
P>0.05) 
4.10 Visual selection from Colorado State University’s head wheat breeder 
All varieties were visually assessed for physical aesthetic traits and features that at least appear 
beneficial to productivity. Those that passed the visual test received a ‘Y’ or ‘Yes’ score while those 
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that did not pass received a ‘N’ or ‘No’ score (Table 3 & Table 4). Of the top twenty varieties for grain 
yield, six did not pass the visual test in the dry treatment, including the first, second and fourth yield 
ranked varieties (Table 3). All of the commercial cultivars passed along with ten of the crosses in the 
dry treatment (Table 3). No commercial cultivars were represented in the top twenty for yield under 
the wet treatment, although they did all receive ‘Y’ scores. Of the top yielding lines in the wet 
treatment, 11 received ‘Y’ scores while the other 9 received ‘N’ scores (Table 4). Most of those, apart 
from the lines ranked first and fourth for yield that received ‘N’ scores were in the lower half of the 
top twenty.  
Table 3: Yes/No (Y/N) visual selection of varieties compared to their grain yield rank for varieties 
with yields in the top 20 for the dry treatment 
ID Grain yield rank Yes(Y)/No(N) score 
BYRD 8 Y 
HATCHER 9 Y 
MONUMENT 5 Y 
RIPPER 11 Y 
BC2H194541-2-12SRW 17 Y 
BC2H3031282-7-2W 2 N 
BC2H3561802-10-35W 12 Y 
BC2H3702401-15-39W 6 Y 
BC2H3702401-15-78D 16 Y 
CO14G087 19 Y 
CO14G094 18 N 
HRS2015-300 14 Y 
HRS2015-312 13 N 
HRS2015-348 20 Y 
HRS2015-354 7 Y 
HRS2015-359 4 N 
HRS2015-371 15 N 
HRS2015-378 3 Y 
HRS2015-438 10 Y 
HRS2015-443 1 N 
 
Table 4: Yes/No (Y/N) visual selection of varieties compared to their grain yield rank for varieties 
with yields in the top 20 for the wet treatment 
ID Grain yield rank Yes(Y)/No(N) Score 
BC2H194541-2-12SRW 3 Y 
BC2H2741153-6-7W 12 N 
BC2H3561802-10-35W 7 Y 
H194454W2 17 Y 
H3561861D7 20 N 
HRS2015-193 19 N 
HRS2015-218 10 N 
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HRS2015-239 16 N 
HRS2015-246 1 N 
HRS2015-294 2 Y 
HRS2015-305 13 Y 
HRS2015-348 18 Y 
HRS2015-359 9 N 
HRS2015-371 4 N 
HRS2015-377 11 Y 
HRS2015-378 5 Y 
HRS2015-402 14 Y 
HRS2015-432 8 Y 
HRS2015-80 15 N 
TAM112 6 Y 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion 
5.1 Yield performance of crosses compared to commercial cultivars 
In both the dry and wet treatments it was clear that there was significant variation in yields between 
the crosses and therefore by initially selecting the top twenty yielding varieties it is likely that the 
best genetic material across all of the plants for productivity was being selected. Under the dry 
treatment seven of the backcrosses with the synthetic hexaploid demonstrated yields equal to or 
above that seen by the commercial cultivar ‘Ripper’. These crosses therefore appear very promising, 
especially the top six, who performed better than ‘Byrd’ which is currently the most commonly 
grown wheat cultivar in eastern Colorado. The results under the wet treatment were even more 
promising with all of the top twenty yielding crosses performing better than any of the commercial 
cultivars tested. Six crosses, all of which were either first or second backcrosses of ‘Hatcher’ with the 
synthetic hexaploid, produced yields in the top twenty under both treatments which is very 
important as it demonstrates that they are able to perform to a similar high standard across different 
environments and are therefore more likely to be grown over a larger area with more reliable yields 
(Hayward, Bosemark & Romagosa, 1993). For this reason, these six lines will be considered the top 
performers for yield. It is also important to note that the cultivars that performed slightly below that 
of certain commercial cultivars should also still be considered for selection as this study used only 
initial backcrosses and therefore there will be the opportunities in the future to further improve the 
performance of these lines.  
5.2 Comparison of other measured traits between top yielding varieties 
The initial selection of the top twenty yielding cultivars for each treatment was made because grain 
yield is the most important trait for wheat selection as this is what determines how much a grower 
will be paid. From this initial selection it was then decided to compare other important traits across 
the top yielding cultivars to ensure that only varieties that perform well all-round are selected. 
Furthermore, because there was no significant difference in yields between any of the top twenty 
yielding cultivars, it can be justified that these lines essentially all performed equally in regards to 
yield and the final selection out of these lines should then be based on other traits. 
5.2.1 Comparing grain yield with harvest index of top yielding varieties 
By comparing grain yield and HI ranks, the F1 backcross HRS2015-378 clearly stands out as it 
performed in the top five for both traits over both treatments (Table 2). Strong performance in HI is 
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very important for selection as it indicates that a line has a good ability to partition large amounts of 
energy to grain relative to total biomass. The value of this is essentially production efficiency as it 
means there is less vegetative biomass to maintain, yet still a large amount of grain produced and 
therefore production inputs per unit of grain are likely to be reduced (Hay, 1995). HI and grain yield 
have the potential to involve a trade-off between the two, where high yield correlates with a low HI 
due to its correlation with high total biomass, meaning the grain yield to total biomass ratio, i.e. HI, is 
not actually that high. Therefore the fact that HRS2015-378 performed so well in both HI and grain 
yield indicates a very high level of energy partitioning to grain versus to vegetative biomass which is 
highly desirable in wheat as it means maximum yield for minimum inputs and therefore high 
profitability. This also has further potential benefits including improved drought tolerance as high HI 
plants typically have low total biomass which is easier to sustain under stress and can therefore 
mean less significant yield penalties under stress versus higher HI plants (Richards & Sadras, 2014). A 
study by Chen et al. (2014), grew wheat under four different integrated management techniques and 
demonstrated HI values ranging from 0.46-0.49. These values are right between those observed in 
this trial for the wet and dry treatments and are all higher than what could traditionally be achieved 
in wheat before the introduction of dwarfing genes, namely Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b. The introduction 
of these genes into almost all commercially grown wheat varieties has allowed for notable reductions 
in plant heights corresponding to sustained increases in HI (Reynolds et al., 2009). 
5.2.2 Lodging in top yielding varieties 
Lodging can often be a major cause of production loss in wheat crops and therefore it is important to 
consider lodging resistance when selecting wheat lines. Lodging can be indicative of weak stems 
and/or heavy heads and therefore it was suspected it could be an issue in plants with a high grain 
yield. However, BC2H3561802-10-35W was the only top performing line across both treatments that 
suffered any lodging. Furthermore, this was only observed in the wet treatment and was only minor 
(Figure 5). Even so, this suggests that this line may be suited more to dry environments than wet 
environments as it appears susceptible to lodging when it has the opportunity to yield well. 
BC2H3561802-10-35W also ranked much higher for HI in the dry treatment than the wet treatment 
which further supports this idea. The lines CO14G087 and CO14G094 were both comparatively high 
yielding lines in the dry treatment but did not yield as well relative to other lines in the wet 
treatment. This may well be due to the fact that lodging was observed in both lines in the wet 
treatment. Lodging was minor in CO14G094 but substantial in CO14G087 (Figure 5). This indicates 
that these lines would also be best suited to drier environments where they proved to perform well 
without any lodging. This seems understandable seeing as they are lines from the cross with the 
Texas variety (TAM114) which was bred for such environments.  
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It is believed that the main reason for yield losses in response to lodging is due to reduced canopy 
photosynthesis (Berrya & Spink, 2012). Reduced canopy photosynthesis occurs because the plants 
leaves are no longer ideally positioned when lodged to intercept light and therefore unable to 
capture and photosynthesise as much light as they would be otherwise be able to (Berry et al., 2004). 
An important factor determining just how large the reduction in photosynthesis is after lodging is the 
severity of lodging, as in how badly bent the plants actually are (Berrya & Spink, 2012). This was 
however not measured in this study as the measurement was simply the proportion of lodged plants 
per plot and would have therefore been another good measurement to have taken to consider 
lodging sensitivity. 
5.2.3 Comparing plant heights with grain yield and harvest index 
As discussed in section 2.4.4, it is believed that in order to balance input costs, grain yield and HI, the 
ideal plant height for wheat is between 0.7-1m. In both the wet and dry treatments, no plant heights 
were outside of this range for any of the lines. However, it was also discussed that plants at the 
bottom end of this range can be expected to have a lower grain yield but higher HI (Richards, 1992). 
A weak, positive correlation was observed between plant height and grain yield in the dry treatment 
providing some support for this hypothesis (Figure 8) although no correlation was observed between 
these traits in the wet treatment (Figure 9). It is also important to note that there was little variation 
between plant heights of any lines, therefore making it difficult to determine whether there is any 
significant correlation between plant height and grain yield. This data does however suggest that as 
long as plant heights are between the stated optimum of 0.7-1m, grain yield should not be 
significantly influenced by plant height. In terms of HI, no correlation was observed between plant 
height and HI for either the dry or wet treatments (Figure 10; Figure 11). This again suggests that 
there will be no significant influence on HI if plant heights are between 0.7-1m even though it was 
suspected that taller plants would have more above ground biomass which would reduce the 
biomass to grain ratio therefore reducing HI. 
Many studies have assessed the relationships between plant height and grain yield and HI with 
consistent results demonstrating that increased height is positively correlated with grain yield yet 
negatively correlated with HI (Jamali & Ali, 2008; Sokoto et al., 2012; Zafarnaderi, Aharizad & 
Mohammadi, 2013). This was however not consistent in this study. The likely reason for this is that 
because there was little total variation in plant heights, there was not enough data for an accurate 
comparison. What this data does suggest is that by ensuring plant heights remain between the 0.7-
1m range, there should be no significant penalties in regard to grain yield or indeed HI as there was 
no consistent or significant correlation between plant height and either of these traits. It is however 
still understandable that, over a broader range of heights, increased plant height would lead to 
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greater grain yield as a result of greater LAI allowing more light interception and photosynthesis as 
this means the plant has more energy that can be directly diverted to grain yield and even to root 
expansion to increase nutrient uptake which would also indirectly benefit grain yield (Sokoto, 
Abubakar & Dikko, 2012). Furthermore, greater plant height also leads to increased above ground 
biomass which clearly has the potential to reduce the grain yield to biomass ratio and therefore 
reduced HI. 
5.2.4 Correlation between heading date and grain yield 
In Colorado an early heading date is often considered beneficial to wheat production and grain yield 
as severe weather events with the potential to damage crops are more frequent later in the season 
and an earlier heading date oftentimes means an earlier harvest date and therefore less risk of crop 
loss. However, the results from this study found that there is also a weak positive correlation 
between heading date and grain yield under the dry treatment (Figure 14), indicating that there may 
actually be some benefit from a later heading date, although no correlation was observed in the wet 
treatment (Figure 15). Because the results were not replicated in the wet treatment it may be that 
the plants with a later heading date only benefited because they were not at the same stage in grain 
production when the drought stress occurred whereas those plants that were further ahead in grain 
production may well have suffered to a greater extent. Furthermore, it is important to note that the 
variation in heading date within the top twenty yielding cultivars was just as dramatic as the variation 
between all of the other lines, further indicating that heading date did not have any major influence 
on grain yield. A study assessing seventy eight different wheat varieties in Kentucky, USA also 
provides evidence that heading date does not actually have a significant effect on final grain yield as 
there was also no correlation between the two traits (Bruening, 2005). Sultana, Islam, Islam, 
Morshed & Islam (2002), again show similar results with no significant correlation between heading 
date and yield in wheat; however, the study does report a significant positive correlation between 
heading date and plant height. The fact that this did not correspond with increased yield suggests 
that an earlier heading date simply allowed more vegetative biomass production which provided no 
value to grain yield. Barma, Khan, Mian & Islam (1990), provide data that indeed demonstrates a 
significant negative correlation between heading date and thousand grain weight while Singh (1972), 
also demonstrates a negative correlation between heading date and grain yield characteristics. It is 
therefore clear that there is still a lot of uncertainty toward the understanding of how heading date 
affects grain yield in wheat and it appears that this relationship can be highly variable and dependant 
mainly on the environment in which the wheat is grown. Therefore, in terms of selection for lines 
that will suit Eastern Colorado and the wider Great Plains, plants with earlier heading dates were 
considered to be more favourable than those with a later heading date simply to help reduced the 
risk of crop damage from severe weather events.  
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5.2.5 Importance of aesthetic traits to wheat selection 
The visual selection of lines by Colorado State University’s head wheat breeder is an important 
aspect to consider when deciding what lines should be carried through into a commercial breeding 
program. Many of these traits that are being selected for may have absolutely no relevance or 
influence on yield but have been proved to be important in the commercial success of varieties 
simply because growers find certain traits more appealing than others (S. Haley, personal 
communication, August 4, 2016). Traits that were being assessed include the presence of awns, 
white grains, stems and heads, sturdy stems that are likely to be resistant to lodging, high density of 
heads, uniformity within plots and no obvious abnormalities. Unfortunately no records were made as 
to exactly why certain plants were selected and others not and so the data that was recorded (i.e. 
the Yes/No values) are very general and therefore ‘Yes’ values were just used as an additional 
variable to support the final selection of lines. Unsurprisingly,  all of the commercial cultivars 
received ‘Yes’ scores for visual selection as these have been selectively bred for many years to be 
successful in the grain market. More surprisingly however, many of the top yielding lines in both 
treatments received ‘No’ scores for whatever reason, including the highest yielding crosses for both 
treatments. Because there were no records of exactly why these lines received ‘No’ scores, it would 
have been unfair to eliminate them from the final selection. However it is important to consider that 
those with ‘No’ scores may require more intense selection in the future to improve their aesthetic 
appeal and be successful in the grain market.  
5.3 Final selection of lines to be carried through to Colorado State 
University’s wheat breeding program  
The ability for a crop to consistently perform well across different environments is essential to it 
being successful commercially. Therefore the cross from this study that stands out the most in terms 
of overall performance is the F1 cross of ‘Hatcher’ and the synthetic hexaploid, HRS2015-378. This 
variety had the highest HI of any line in both treatments along with the third and fifth highest grain 
yields for the dry and wet treatments respectively. Furthermore, it received ‘Yes’ scores from visual 
selection under both treatments and suffered no lodging in either treatment. HRS2015-378 also had 
a consistent plant height over both treatments which was right in the middle of the optimum range. 
Combined with this it had a relatively early heading date which was again consistent over both 
treatments. For these reasons, HRS2015-378 will be carried through to the Colorado State University 
wheat breeding program so that more generations can be repeatedly grown, assessed and selected 
across a greater range of environments with the aim of establishing it as a recognized commercial 
variety. Because HRS2015-378 performed better overall than all of the commercial varieties it most 
certainly has the potential to be successful considering that this was only the first generation of this 
line ever grown.  
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A number of other crosses also performed comparatively well to the best commercial cultivars and 
will also be carried through to the main breeding program. These include HRS2015-359, which 
performed in the top twenty for both grain yield and HI across both treatments, did not suffer any 
lodging and had consistent plant height within the target range along with a consistently early 
heading date. The main drawback for HRS2015-359 was that it received a ‘No’ score for visual 
selection. However it is expected that this can be improved through intense selective breeding 
without losing any of the beneficial production traits that are clearly apparent. Lines BC2H194541-2-
12SRW and HRS2015-348 will also be carried through as these all yielded in the top twenty for both 
treatments with relatively high HI values in at least one treatment. Furthermore, they both again 
proved to have consistent heights and heading dates with no lodging. Also both lines received yes 
scores from the visual selection.  
5.4 Benefits of this study to the Colorado State University wheat breeding 
program and potential benefits to the United States wheat crop 
The fact that a number of crosses were identified as performing to a high enough standard to be 
brought into the University’s commercial breeding program clearly demonstrated that this study was 
a success from a commercial breeding perspective. The lines that have been selected appear to have 
great potential to be successful within the program and will provide a direct benefit to the university 
if any are released. Furthermore, all new wheat varieties that have been released by Colorado State 
University have had significant benefits to the state of Colorado thanks to their adaption through 
breeding to the relatively harsh environment in the region. For example, an analysis of three 
Colorado State University varieties demonstrated and $18 million impact just in 2010 (Busch, May 
2012). Following this study, seed from the chosen lines will be grown in at least three different 
locations across Colorado with much more variation in abiotic factors. One location will be a new 
field on the same research station; another will be in Eastern Colorado on a more arid soil with a 
much lower rainfall than in this study. This will provide a much stronger drought stress to really test 
each line for drought tolerance as only a short drought stress occurred in this study. The third 
location will be in Southern Colorado on a heavier soil with a higher rainfall. This will provide another 
extreme to test the selected lines. 
If any of the selected lines are successful, they will not only benefit the university, but will also be 
beneficial to the overall United States wheat crop and provide a great example of how overall genetic 
diversity can be improved while at the same time improving productivity and minimising production 
risk.  A review by Fu (2015), discusses how working toward and achieving such outcomes through 
plant breeding will be essential to global food security in the future as the climate becomes more 
unpredictable, pests and diseases become more prominent and wide spread and the global 
population continues to grow exponentially. Furthermore, it has been shown time and time again 
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that current standard plant breeding practices are contributing dramatically to uniformity in crops 
(Rauf, da Silva, Khan & Naveed, 2010). Boller, Posselt & Veronesi (2010) discuss how the high 
intensity of selection seen in modern breeding methods is largely responsible for much of the genetic 
uniformity in today’s crops as breeders repeatedly select for very specific traits. Therefore, to further 
improve the potential benefits of the lines selected for further breeding from this study, the breeders 
should seriously consider reducing selection intensity. This could be achieved by growing fewer 
generations and releasing the line earlier along with reducing the importance on traits that are, in 
the end, not actually that important, such as aesthetic appeal. This will however have some notable 
drawbacks, for example, it would surely involve reducing the importance placed on aesthetic appeal 
and therefore mean the line is not very popular among growers. To overcome this, growers would 
need to be better informed on the benefits of having increased variation in their crop, such as 
reduced production risk. Furthermore, it will be essential that the released line has proven high 
yields across a range of environments to give confidence to growers that even though the plant my 
not be as appealing to the eye, it will still return an equal or higher profit. Another issue is that the 
current economic climate, this being weak grain prices, encourages growers to only want highly 
uniform, high yielding, low input cultivars that they have been growing for years and trust as 
opposed to a cultivar that may be both less uniform and less appealing. Even so, seeing as the overall 
goal of this study is to make a real contribution to the genetic diversity of the US wheat crop, a 
reduction in selection intensity should absolutely be considered in the lines that have been selected 
for further breeding.  
5.5 Purpose and benefits of using wild germplasm and a synthetic hexaploid 
for wheat breeding 
The synthetic hexaploid created for this study was developed in order to be able to incorporate 
germplasm from a wild relative into a line that could be successfully crossed with T. aestivum. 
Furthermore, using a synthetic hexaploid increases the number of recombination events and reduces 
linkage drag between the wild germplasm and the commercial cultivar and because it has additional 
chromosome sets there are more possible allele combinations and therefore greater genetic diversity 
(Huang, Kempf, Ganal & Röder, 2004). This therefore increases the chances of developing a resulting 
generation with a combination of favourable alleles and significant diversity. The process of creating 
the synthetic hexaploid firstly involved a cross between the tetraploid species, Triticum durum and 
the wild, diploid relative, Aegilops tauschii (Figure 10). The F1 generation of this cross then 
underwent chemical treatment to induce chromosomal doubling creating the synthetic hexaploid 
(Figure 10). This process was carried out by the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre 
and 400 of these plants were assessed by Colorado State University breeders. The top performing 
line from these 400 plants was then crossed with ‘Hatcher’ creating the F1 generations that were 
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assessed in this study. A number of lines were backcrossed twice creating the BC2 varieties to test 
the positive results of other studies where a double backcross proved to be more beneficial than a 
single backcross (Del Blanco, Rajaram, Kronstad, & Reynolds, 2000; Ogbonnaya et al., 2007). Some of 
the double backcrosses did indeed demonstrate improved performance, such as BC2H194541-2-
12SRW and BC2H3561802-10-35W, but this improvement was easily comparable to that of the single 
backcrosses and so there was no obvious benefit of the additional cross in this study.  
 
Figure 16: Process used to develop the synthetic hexaploid 
The use of A. tauschii in synthetic hexaploids has previously been shown to have the potential to 
provide a broad range of beneficial genetics for traits ranging from grain quality to biotic and abiotic 
stress tolerance (Ogbonnaya et al., 2013). For this reason A. tauschii was chosen to be used in this 
study with the aim of harnessing some of its suspected beneficial genetics which has been separated 
from that of T. aestivum since the two species began evolving separately. A major aim of this study 
was to develop a high yielding line with tolerance to major abiotic fluctuations in the environment 
and to a broad range of pests and diseases. The ability to tolerate different environments will be 
assessed in the selected lines from this study in the coming years, while their ability to tolerate the 
broader range of pests and diseases expected as a result of climate change will be much more 
difficult to determine. The chances that these lines will have broader resistance than current 
commercial lines is however relatively high seeing as current cultivars have only been bred for very 
specific disease resistance whereas the lines selected from this study have genetics incorporated 
from a species known to have a broader tolerance than current commercial lines. 
5.6 Limitations and potential improvements for further studies 
While this study did appear to provide good, reliable data there are still a number of improvements 
that could have been made. Firstly, if the study was replicated across a wider range of environments 
it would have given a better indication as to what lines are best at tolerating and maintaining 
T. durum accessions 
(2n = 4x = 28; AABB) 
A. tauschii accessions 
(2n = 2x = 14; DD) 
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consistent production when suffering from different abiotic stresses. While there were clear 
differences between the wet and dry treatments, there was not really any major or sustained 
drought stress which would have provided more comprehensive data to compare performance 
across environments. The lines that have been selected for further breeding will certainly be tested 
in more dramatic environments; however those that were not selected will never have a chance to 
be assessed in such environments where they may well have performed better than any of the top 
performing lines in this study. It is however important to note that these issues were known at the 
beginning of the study but as a result of time and resource constraints, they simply had to be 
accepted.  
Another issue, also a result of time constraints, was that grain quality was never assessed. A range of 
measurements such as grain size, thousand grain weight and grain protein content would have also 
been taken if more time were available, however total grain weight is the main determinant of price 
and therefore it was decided that this would be the main variable for selection.  
Resistance to rust is another important trait that would have been beneficial to collect data on, 
however there was an unusually low incidence of rust within the plots to provide reliable data as it 
could not be determined whether it was resistance or just lack of exposure causing certain plant to 
not be affected.  
The reliability of the overall data set could also have been improved if more replicates of each line 
were grown as there were only two per treatment. However, the area available for this study was 
limited and so additional reps would have required fewer lines to be grown and it was decided that 
this would not be worthwhile as the more lines grown, the greater chance of obtaining a favourable 
combination of alleles. It should also be noted that it was also not considered worthwhile to grow 
any less than two replicates of each line as this would be seriously unreliable.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion  
The aim of this study was to assess the performance of a range of wheat crosses incorporating wild 
germplasm and determine whether any performed better or equally as well as a number of popular 
commercial wheat cultivars currently grown on the Great Plains of the United States. In the long 
term it was hoped that at least one of these crosses would perform to a level where they are 
selected to be a part of the Colorado State University wheat breeding program and from there 
undergo further selective breeding and be released as a new commercially successful cultivar. 
The purpose of incorporating wild germplasm was to address the issue of the lacking genetic 
diversity in the United States wheat crop. This issue has proven to contribute to many major 
production losses and risks in the United States and indeed globally. Low genetic diversity leaves 
overall crop productivity highly vulnerable to fluctuations in environmental conditions as all plants 
within the crop suffer or benefit to an equal extent. Furthermore, without substantial genetic 
diversity, entire crops can be susceptible to new pests and diseases which can result in entire crop 
losses with major detrimental impacts on growers and consumers alike, as has been seen in the past. 
This study found that a number of crosses incorporating the wild germplasm did indeed perform 
better than the top performing commercial cultivars. Six of these crosses performed better or equally 
as well as the best commercial cultivars over both the wet and dry treatments and four of these were 
selected for further breeding through Colorado State University’s breeding program. The four 
selected crosses (HRS2015-378, HRS2015-359, HRS2015-348, and BC2H194541-2-12SRW) were 
chosen due to consistently high performance in all measured traits across both treatments.  
Line HRS2015-378 was ranked first for HI in both treatments with values of 0.34 in the dry treatment 
and 0.52 in the wet treatment. Along with this it was ranked third for grain yield in the dry treatment 
and fifth in the wet treatment with grain weights of 118 and 144g per 1m biomass strip respectively.  
HRS2015-359 also performed in the top twenty of all lines grown for both grain yield and HI, which in 
itself is better than the commercial cultivars tested. This cross produced grain weights of 117 and 
150g from the 1m biomass strips along with HI values of 0.30 and 0.39 under the wet and dry 
treatments respectively.  
HRS 2015-348 and BC2H194541-2-12SRW also both performed in the top twenty for grain yield in 
both treatments as well as in one treatment for HI. HRS2015-348 produced grain weights of 104 and 
134g with HI values of 0.30 and 0.35 for the dry and wet treatments respectively while BC2H194541-
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2-12SRW demonstrated average grain weights of 105 and 160g and HI values of 0.30 and 0.44 for the 
dry and wet treatments respectively.  
None of these selected lines showed any signs of lodging and also had consistent and relatively early 
heading dates over both treatments. Furthermore they all had consistent plants heights that were 
within the target range. Also all of these lines except for HRS2015-359 received ‘Yes’ scores from 
visual selection of aesthetic features.  
It is also important to note certain limitations of this study. These include the fact that there were 
few replications and little variation between treatments. Also no data was recorded for grain quality 
features or specific reasoning for the ‘Yes’/’No’ visual selection scores. However, the four selected 
crosses will undergo much more comprehensive breeding processes in the coming years which will 
address these issues.  
Overall, this study successfully produced new wheat lines incorporating wild germplasm and 
identified a number of these crosses that performed better or equally as well as a number of current 
commercial cultivars that were also tested. Furthermore, the four lines that were selected show real 
promise and a good chance of being released commercially in the future due to their performance 
relative to the commercial cultivars that they were compared to.  
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Appendix A 
Yield Trial  
A.1 Design 
A.2 Compiled data set 
Table A. 1: Mean values for all measurements under the dry treatment 
ID Days to 
heading 
Plant 
height 
Total 
biomass, g 
Biomass 
grain, g 
Harvest 
index 
% lodging 
BC2H3031602-9-7W 146.5 83 347.3 80.3 0.228701 0 
HRS2015-377 147 80.5 363.65 92.5 0.257035 0 
HRS2015-240 148 87.75 284.3 72.2 0.263168 0 
BC2H194453-1-46SRW 148 80.25 307.75 81.85 0.265869 0 
HRS2015-209 149 78.25 302.2 75.05 0.24757 0 
HATCHER 149 82.75 335.55 110.1 0.327735 0 
HRS2015-389 150.5 81.25 364.4 96.2 0.265057 0 
HRS2015-145 152.5 81.25 301.65 102.9 0.341666 0 
HRS2015-239 151 82 240 61.5 0.255402 0 
TAM112 147.5 78.5 318.95 98.8 0.309687 0 
H2741154W6 151.5 76.25 256.75 59.7 0.237215 0 
BC2H194453-1-41SRW 150 79.5 331.85 97.8 0.292746 0 
Figure A. 1: Experimental design, each number represents a different plot/cross, the first digit of each 
number represents the replication number and the second two digits correspond to 
certain lines. Plots were also separated into Dry and Wet treatments 
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HRS2015-50 146 77.5 304.25 86.3 0.284231 0 
HRS2015-413 146.5 76.5 260 68.35 0.259981 0 
HRS2015-299 150.5 79.25 271.65 68.1 0.24882 0 
HRS2015-341 147 74.75 291.15 63.95 0.218803 0 
HRS2015-325 149 76.5 366.25 86 0.233885 0 
HRS2015-294 149.5 81 302.35 86.55 0.287322 0 
BC2H3561802-10-4W 151 76.25 300.75 85.6 0.281019 0 
HRS2015-405 148.5 86.25 298.2 83.05 0.281496 0 
BC2H3031282-7-28W 147.5 78.25 311.45 82.5 0.260713 0 
BC2H194541-2-12SRW 150 80.75 371.35 104.85 0.28202 0 
HRS2015-426 151 82 265.95 73.6 0.275782 0 
CO14G087 150.5 78.75 314.5 103.8 0.332703 0 
BC2H194541-2-11W 151.5 81.75 329.3 102.25 0.309496 0 
HRS2015-438 153 83.75 370.75 109.75 0.293195 0 
BC2H3561802-10-35W 148.5 84.75 373.8 108.4 0.290265 0 
BC2H3561861-11-20W 151 84.25 330.45 100.4 0.303141 0 
HRS2015-70 150 84.25 303.3 82.85 0.273198 0 
HRS2015-234 148 82.75 335.45 90.45 0.269002 0 
HRS2015-165 150.5 83.5 341.7 93.85 0.271487 0 
BC2H3702401-15-78D 147.5 86.5 370.45 106.05 0.284746 0 
HRS2015-318 150.5 87 370.2 96.3 0.260224 0 
HRS2015-418 152.5 87.75 365.95 96.1 0.262451 0 
H3561861D7 151 88.75 321.65 89 0.276549 0 
CO14G086 148 90.75 334.85 98.7 0.294479 0 
MONUMENT 153 89 388.4 115.5 0.29695 0 
HRS2015-354 148.5 86.5 376.15 112.4 0.300808 0 
HRS2015-282 149.5 83.5 319 101.55 0.321526 0 
TAM114 149 81.5 312.3 100.35 0.321893 0 
BC2H3031282-7-2W 151 87 348 119.85 0.34407 0 
HRS2015-126 147.5 80.75 320 101.95 0.318856 0 
HRS2015-305 151 82.75 327.95 95.55 0.291969 0 
HRS2015-343 148.5 85.5 374.65 101.7 0.271409 0 
HRS2015-365 150 94 366.1 91.45 0.250164 0 
HRS2015-330 150 89.5 328.4 94.15 0.286743 0 
BC2H3561802-10-21W 149 86.5 360.2 89.95 0.249904 0 
HRS2015-227 149.5 88 301.35 79.45 0.261991 0 
BC2H3561802-10-25W 150 87.25 363.85 102.4 0.277446 0 
RONL 151 87 347.6 94.25 0.272627 0 
BC2H2741153-6-7W 150 89.5 323.65 91.1 0.280585 0 
BC2H3702401-15-39W 150 94.75 410.65 113.75 0.277375 0 
HRS2015-246 150 89.25 313.8 94.35 0.30064 0 
HRS2015-171 151 88 313.2 97.95 0.314641 0 
HRS2015-378 150.5 84.75 342.3 118 0.344773 0 
HRS2015-312 151.5 84.75 325.65 108.35 0.334841 0 
BYRD 151 89.25 362.35 110.8 0.311067 0 
HRS2015-359 150 86.25 386.7 116.55 0.303059 0 
HRS2015-432 151.5 83.75 342.3 83.4 0.249695 0 
HRS2015-300 150.5 96.5 390.1 106.75 0.273433 0 
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HRS2015-402 150 92.5 360.95 88.65 0.247974 0 
HRS2015-218 149.5 83 347.3 100.3 0.289032 0 
HRS2015-424 152 89 327.3 80.5 0.245971 0 
HRS2015-80 149 86.25 329.7 89.6 0.271123 0 
H194454W2 149.5 92.75 267 67.2 0.248517 0 
HRS2015-348 149.5 89.25 344.45 103.65 0.302278 0 
HRS2015-193 151.5 91.5 360.25 78.6 0.21752 0 
RIPPER 147 87.5 395.6 108.95 0.278524 0 
HRS2015-383 147.5 88.25 328.8 82.15 0.262395 0 
HRS2015-443 152 93 429 124.85 0.295667 0 
CO14G094 151.5 89 360 104.55 0.296795 0 
CO14G091 152.5 92.5 343.05 92 0.278157 0 
ANTERO 150.5 86.5 332.5 83 0.253815 10 
HRS2015-408 151 90.25 320.55 86.5 0.274924 0 
HRS2015-371 151.5 84.75 413.9 106.3 0.259218 0 
HRS2015-76 150 84.5 385.65 92.65 0.241249 0 
HRS2015-390 147.5 85.25 347.65 78.65 0.236948 0 
HRS2015-326 145.5 83 324.45 75.15 0.236333 0 
HRS2015-233 151 86.75 377.2 85.6 0.233417 0 
HRS2015-44 150.5 85 319.15 61.7 0.19492 0 
Table A. 2: Mean values for all measurements under the wet treatment 
ID Days to 
heading 
Plant 
height 
Total 
biomass, g 
Biomass 
grain, g 
Harvest 
index 
% lodging 
BC2H3031602-9-7W 146.5 83 347.3 80.3 0.228701 0 
HRS2015-377 147 80.5 363.65 92.5 0.257035 0 
HRS2015-240 148 87.75 284.3 72.2 0.263168 0 
BC2H194453-1-46SRW 148 80.25 307.75 81.85 0.265869 0 
HRS2015-209 149 78.25 302.2 75.05 0.24757 0 
HATCHER 149 82.75 335.55 110.1 0.327735 0 
HRS2015-389 150.5 81.25 364.4 96.2 0.265057 0 
HRS2015-145 152.5 81.25 301.65 102.9 0.341666 0 
HRS2015-239 151 82 240 61.5 0.255402 0 
TAM112 147.5 78.5 318.95 98.8 0.309687 0 
H2741154W6 151.5 76.25 256.75 59.7 0.237215 0 
BC2H194453-1-41SRW 150 79.5 331.85 97.8 0.292746 0 
HRS2015-50 146 77.5 304.25 86.3 0.284231 0 
HRS2015-413 146.5 76.5 260 68.35 0.259981 0 
HRS2015-299 150.5 79.25 271.65 68.1 0.24882 0 
HRS2015-341 147 74.75 291.15 63.95 0.218803 0 
HRS2015-325 149 76.5 366.25 86 0.233885 0 
HRS2015-294 149.5 81 302.35 86.55 0.287322 0 
BC2H3561802-10-4W 151 76.25 300.75 85.6 0.281019 0 
HRS2015-405 148.5 86.25 298.2 83.05 0.281496 0 
BC2H3031282-7-28W 147.5 78.25 311.45 82.5 0.260713 0 
BC2H194541-2-12SRW 150 80.75 371.35 104.85 0.28202 0 
HRS2015-426 151 82 265.95 73.6 0.275782 0 
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CO14G087 150.5 78.75 314.5 103.8 0.332703 0 
BC2H194541-2-11W 151.5 81.75 329.3 102.25 0.309496 0 
HRS2015-438 153 83.75 370.75 109.75 0.293195 0 
BC2H3561802-10-35W 148.5 84.75 373.8 108.4 0.290265 0 
BC2H3561861-11-20W 151 84.25 330.45 100.4 0.303141 0 
HRS2015-70 150 84.25 303.3 82.85 0.273198 0 
HRS2015-234 148 82.75 335.45 90.45 0.269002 0 
HRS2015-165 150.5 83.5 341.7 93.85 0.271487 0 
BC2H3702401-15-78D 147.5 86.5 370.45 106.05 0.284746 0 
HRS2015-318 150.5 87 370.2 96.3 0.260224 0 
HRS2015-418 152.5 87.75 365.95 96.1 0.262451 0 
H3561861D7 151 88.75 321.65 89 0.276549 0 
CO14G086 148 90.75 334.85 98.7 0.294479 0 
MONUMENT 153 89 388.4 115.5 0.29695 0 
HRS2015-354 148.5 86.5 376.15 112.4 0.300808 0 
HRS2015-282 149.5 83.5 319 101.55 0.321526 0 
TAM114 149 81.5 312.3 100.35 0.321893 0 
BC2H3031282-7-2W 151 87 348 119.85 0.34407 0 
HRS2015-126 147.5 80.75 320 101.95 0.318856 0 
HRS2015-305 151 82.75 327.95 95.55 0.291969 0 
HRS2015-343 148.5 85.5 374.65 101.7 0.271409 0 
HRS2015-365 150 94 366.1 91.45 0.250164 0 
HRS2015-330 150 89.5 328.4 94.15 0.286743 0 
BC2H3561802-10-21W 149 86.5 360.2 89.95 0.249904 0 
HRS2015-227 149.5 88 301.35 79.45 0.261991 0 
BC2H3561802-10-25W 150 87.25 363.85 102.4 0.277446 0 
RONL 151 87 347.6 94.25 0.272627 0 
BC2H2741153-6-7W 150 89.5 323.65 91.1 0.280585 0 
BC2H3702401-15-39W 150 94.75 410.65 113.75 0.277375 0 
HRS2015-246 150 89.25 313.8 94.35 0.30064 0 
HRS2015-171 151 88 313.2 97.95 0.314641 0 
HRS2015-378 150.5 84.75 342.3 118 0.344773 0 
HRS2015-312 151.5 84.75 325.65 108.35 0.334841 0 
BYRD 151 89.25 362.35 110.8 0.311067 0 
HRS2015-359 150 86.25 386.7 116.55 0.303059 0 
HRS2015-432 151.5 83.75 342.3 83.4 0.249695 0 
HRS2015-300 150.5 96.5 390.1 106.75 0.273433 0 
HRS2015-402 150 92.5 360.95 88.65 0.247974 0 
HRS2015-218 149.5 83 347.3 100.3 0.289032 0 
HRS2015-424 152 89 327.3 80.5 0.245971 0 
HRS2015-80 149 86.25 329.7 89.6 0.271123 0 
H194454W2 149.5 92.75 267 67.2 0.248517 0 
HRS2015-348 149.5 89.25 344.45 103.65 0.302278 0 
HRS2015-193 151.5 91.5 360.25 78.6 0.21752 0 
RIPPER 147 87.5 395.6 108.95 0.278524 0 
HRS2015-383 147.5 88.25 328.8 82.15 0.262395 0 
HRS2015-443 152 93 429 124.85 0.295667 0 
CO14G094 151.5 89 360 104.55 0.296795 0 
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CO14G091 152.5 92.5 343.05 92 0.278157 0 
ANTERO 150.5 86.5 332.5 83 0.253815 10 
HRS2015-408 151 90.25 320.55 86.5 0.274924 0 
HRS2015-371 151.5 84.75 413.9 106.3 0.259218 0 
HRS2015-76 150 84.5 385.65 92.65 0.241249 0 
HRS2015-390 147.5 85.25 347.65 78.65 0.236948 0 
HRS2015-326 145.5 83 324.45 75.15 0.236333 0 
HRS2015-233 151 86.75 377.2 85.6 0.233417 0 
HRS2015-44 150.5 85 319.15 61.7 0.19492 0 
BC2H3561861-11-20W 151 86.5 363 102.65 0.292255 0 
HRS2015-44 153 85.5 396.05 122.15 0.308686 0 
HRS2015-359 152.5 87.25 368.35 143.2 0.393052 0 
HRS2015-325 149 83.5 352.5 114.15 0.337506 0 
HRS2015-389 150 90.25 349.75 124.25 0.34699 0 
HRS2015-234 151 84.5 276.8 112.35 0.409578 0 
HRS2015-246 150.5 84.25 385.4 165.55 0.439749 0 
HRS2015-348 151 87.25 384.25 133.95 0.350995 0 
HRS2015-343 150 86.25 341.85 128.95 0.407367 0 
BC2H3702401-15-78D 151.5 81 359.85 99.5 0.294666 0 
HRS2015-312 151.5 89.75 307.95 105.3 0.334474 0 
HRS2015-330 152 79.25 298.15 114.05 0.380379 0 
HRS2015-300 152 83.75 307.1 107.9 0.356412 0 
HRS2015-165 152 88.25 362.5 132.8 0.366338 0 
HATCHER 149 80.25 311.7 113.3 0.371705 0 
BC2H3561802-10-25W 151 82 362.05 130.5 0.360981 0 
BC2H3031282-7-28W 153 81.25 387.6 133.15 0.345582 0 
HRS2015-70 152 84.75 413.55 121.75 0.292203 0 
MONUMENT 152.5 87 377.35 124.7 0.329722 0 
BC2H3561802-10-21W 151 85.5 299.75 120 0.409903 0 
RIPPER 150 84 383.2 116.5 0.303241 0 
HRS2015-390 153 82 295.85 109.5 0.376613 0 
HRS2015-294 151 82.5 354.2 162.75 0.45935 0 
HRS2015-76 150.5 84.25 426.1 128.3 0.303194 0 
HRS2015-171 151.5 83.25 308 118.95 0.404253 0 
BC2H3031282-7-2W 153 82.5 340.15 96.95 0.284162 0 
HRS2015-371 151 79.5 309.95 156.3 0.504532 0 
HRS2015-326 151 84.5 293.2 105.1 0.360501 0 
BC2H3702401-15-39W 152 87.5 369.05 131.2 0.355758 0 
HRS2015-305 151.5 87.75 398.1 138.25 0.360595 0 
HRS2015-432 152 91.5 321.7 144 0.456431 0 
HRS2015-145 154 87.5 393.55 100.75 0.260556 0 
HRS2015-354 150.5 85.25 324 118.3 0.364407 0 
HRS2015-193 153 84.5 361.7 133.35 0.384435 0 
RONL 152.5 86 344.5 86.6 0.269793 0 
HRS2015-443 153 89.5 355.45 121.05 0.347373 0 
HRS2015-341 151.5 88.5 331.5 111.05 0.334243 0 
HRS2015-378 151.5 84.5 292.7 150.25 0.517103 0 
HRS2015-413 151 85 344.85 100.5 0.292281 0 
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BC2H194541-2-11W 151.5 83.25 368.15 110.9 0.310623 0 
HRS2015-80 149 86 366.55 136.1 0.382182 0 
H2741154W6 153.5 85 431.4 108.1 0.250362 0 
HRS2015-209 151 83.5 315.9 116.9 0.391602 0 
BC2H194453-1-46SRW 152.5 85.5 270.9 101.8 0.380901 0 
TAM114 152.5 83.5 349.6 115.85 0.337949 0 
BC2H194541-2-12SRW 151.5 85.25 365.7 160 0.439739 0 
HRS2015-318 154 88.75 434.55 115.65 0.26595 0 
HRS2015-408 149.5 86.75 372.55 107.7 0.290539 0 
BC2H3561802-10-4W 152.5 84.25 394.8 117.1 0.295058 0 
HRS2015-426 150.5 88 354.45 111.5 0.31282 0 
HRS2015-405 152 89.75 384.1 133.05 0.341767 0 
TAM112 150.5 86.25 357.2 150.05 0.420621 0 
BYRD 151 88 319.25 122.6 0.384447 0 
H3561861D7 152 88 334.45 133.35 0.404012 0 
HRS2015-126 150.5 84 333.55 105.2 0.332734 0 
BC2H3031602-9-7W 151.5 83.25 329.15 118.1 0.357853 0 
BC2H194453-1-41SRW 150 85.25 361.75 100.75 0.280623 0 
HRS2015-365 151 88 416.75 111.05 0.267548 0 
HRS2015-438 152.5 88.25 398 97.55 0.257411 0 
HRS2015-240 152.5 88.5 395.05 123.4 0.309303 0 
BC2H2741153-6-7W 152 92 290.1 139.5 0.479119 0 
ANTERO 150 90.75 357.75 88.9 0.245577 7.5 
HRS2015-218 150 89 377.3 142.95 0.380894 10 
HRS2015-383 150.5 90.5 367.55 91.05 0.248253 10 
HRS2015-402 151.5 88.5 344 136.9 0.404193 7.5 
H194454W2 153 93.5 357.3 135.3 0.3869 40 
CO14G087 154 91 352.45 112 0.318102 45 
HRS2015-424 154 93.75 372.05 124 0.331382 7.5 
HRS2015-233 153 86.5 370.35 120.3 0.325922 15 
HRS2015-377 151.5 88.75 357.2 141.3 0.394372 10 
HRS2015-239 151 89.5 426.65 135.45 0.318212 5 
HRS2015-50 150.5 90.5 393.05 130.9 0.358025 0 
HRS2015-227 150.5 85.5 294.75 133 0.451128 0 
HRS2015-282 153 88.5 257.9 88.9 0.355506 47.5 
CO14G091 153 85.25 373.5 103.15 0.287597 47.5 
CO14G094 153.5 88.25 370.15 96 0.27641 5 
HRS2015-299 152.5 87.75 376.95 118.6 0.359209 5 
CO14G086 153.5 92.75 409.35 129.5 0.318787 7.5 
BC2H3561802-10-35W 154.5 91.25 479.9 146 0.304328 10 
HRS2015-418 154.5 95.25 445.05 97.1 0.218994 37.5 
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